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Release Notes – January 2013
Finding Additional Product Release Notes
For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers.
For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s):
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Section 1: Enhancements From Client Suggestions Forum
For this month:
•

Invoice Pay: Support for Check Payments in Canadian Funds
With this release, the Payment Manager can now specify the Canadian dollar
as the preferred currency when reimbursing their suppliers using the Check
payment type in Invoice Pay.
All items listed here are discussed in detail on the following pages. Refer to
the remained of this document if you need more information.
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Section 2: Features For This Release
The following features are included in this service release.

Invoice Pay: Pay Checks in Canadian Dollars
Overview
A company can now configure a Check
type payment account to use Canadian
dollars (CAD). Prior to this release, only
the US Dollar was supported.

Business Purpose
This enhancement expands support for
additional currencies.

Configuration
Specifying the Canadian dollar as the preferred currency for your Check payment
type is done using options in Payment Manager > Configuration > Check
Configurations.

Refer to Invoice: Invoice Pay Setup Guide for more information.
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Search For and Open Purchase Orders in Processor List
Overview
The Processor can now use a new
search function to find and open
purchase orders. This is done using the
new Go To button on the Processor List
page as shown in the figure below:

Business Purpose
This enhancement makes it easier to
search for and open purchase orders.

The Go To Purchase Order window appears, where the Processor can type in a
number to return the PO they are looking for:

Clicking the link opens the PO in a standalone window.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
Refer to Invoice: Purchase Order Matching User Guide for more information.
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Section 3: Resolved Issues
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

121207000518

Feature Area: Email Notifications - Delegates
Description: An employee who is an Expense delegate for an employee is
incorrectly receiving Invoice approval email notifications for that same
employee.
Resolution: The system now sends the correct notifications by product.
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Section 4: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

New Client Admin Release Summary Document
Overview
Business Purpose
Clients can now take advantage of a
new document summarizing Concur's
This enhancement provides a quick
monthly feature set. This new
overview of the key changes, reducing
document, the Client Admin Release
the time it takes to review.
Summary, is an abbreviated list with
short descriptions of each feature. By reviewing this document the client can quickly
determine what features to further investigate. This information has been available
for Expense for some time and has now been expanded to other areas.

Where to Find the Client Admin Release Summary
Clients can find this document in one of two ways:
•

Using the Expense Admin Help: Clicking Help > Expense Administration
Help opens the help system - use the upper-left link to open the summary
doc:
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(Other administration help modules have similar links.)
•

Concur Client Central: Log in, then proceed to Resources > Release Docs >
Client Admin Release Summary
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Legal Notice
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:

Invoice Management, January 2013

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
© 2004 – 2013 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights
reserved.
Concur® is the trademark of Concur Technologies, Inc. All other company and
product names are the property of their respective owners.
Published by Concur Technologies, Inc.
18400 NE Union Hill Road
Redmond, Washington 98052
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Release Notes – February 2013
Finding Additional Product Release Notes
For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers.
For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s):
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Section 1: Enhancements From Client Suggestions Forum
For this month:




Prevent Processor from Approving Invoices not Assigned to Them
A processor may now be prevented from approving any payment requests
that are not specifically assigned to their approval queue. This is done using a
new setting, Allow processor users to approve request that are pending other
approvers, and is available by clicking Administration > Invoice Admin >
Invoice Settings.
All items listed here are discussed in detail on the following pages. Refer to
the remained of this document if you need more information.
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Section 2: Features For This Release
The following features are included in this service release.

Restrict Processor to Approving Requests Only if They are in Workflow
Overview
Business Purpose
Invoice Processors can be prevented
from approving a request currently
This enhancement lets a company
pending another approver, using a new
tailor their processor approvals to
Invoice Setting. For clients who need
company –specific requirements.
processors to pull unapproved requests
from workflow, for example stuck requests for vacationing approvers, the current
behavior can be retained (and is the default state of the setting). Otherwise, clients
who view full authorization events as necessary for control and compliance can
leverage this new setting for this purpose.

Configuration
Invoice uses the new Invoice Setting Allow processor users to approve requests that
are pending other approvers check box to disallow processors from approval. By
default, current behavior is enforced and the setting allows any processor to approve
a request in the processor queue (as shown in the figure below):

Clearing the check box instructs Invoice to now only allow approvers in the workflow
to approve the selected request. This is done by adding the processor to workflow –
the user, their approver/manager, or other authorized processors can do this.

What the Processor Sees
The processor who is prevented from approving a request is denied access to the
Approve button if they are not included in workflow. In the figure below, the button
is disabled and unavailable to the processor:
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If the request is routed to the processor however, as an approver for the request,
then the Approve button will be fully functional.



Refer to Invoice: Invoice Processor User Guide for more information.

Redirect URL Option Now Available for Help > Training Link
Overview
Business Purpose
Clients who use alternate training sites
may now use the Help > Training link
This enhancement provides additional
to direct their users to a landing page of
flexibility for directing users to
their own choice. This is useful if the
appropriate application training.
client engages Concur Learning Services
to create a company-specific page, or when they create their own landing page for
this purposes.
The feature uses options in the new Alternate URL tab of Training Administration.
as shown in the figure below:
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What The User Sees
Once configured, the user clicks the Help > Training link and a new page is opened
showing the URL specified.

Configuration
To configure this feature the user must have the Training Administrator role.

 To specify a custom landing page:



1.

Click Administration > Invoice Admin > Training Administration.

2.

In Training Configuration, click the Alternate URL tab.

3.

Using standard URL syntax (Invoice will prompt if errors), type the address
you would like the link to open when clicked.

4.

Click Save.

5.

Log out, then back in to have the change take effect, then test the link.
Refer to Shared: Training Administration Setup Guide for more information.
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Section 3: Resolved Issues
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

130130001803

Feature Area: Switch Tax Mode
Description: The Tax field and Request Total at the report header and the
Amount Remaining to be Itemized field at the line details are incorrect when
using the Switch Tax mode.
Resolution: This issue is now fixed.

130107000427

Feature Area: Expense Types (Display of)
Description: Expense types do not display in alphanumeric order as expected
in Internet Explorer version 9.x.
Resolution: This issue is now fixed, and the expense types now display in the
correct alphanumeric order.
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Section 4: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

New Client Admin Release Summary Document
Overview
Business Purpose
Clients can now take advantage of a
new document summarizing Concur's
This enhancement provides a quick
monthly feature set. This new
overview of the key changes, reducing
document, the Client Admin Release
the time it takes to review.
Summary, is an abbreviated list with
short descriptions of each feature. By reviewing this document the client can quickly
determine what features to further investigate. This information has been available
for Expense for some time and has now been expanded to other areas.

Where to Find the Client Admin Release Summary
Clients can find this document in one of two ways:


Using the Expense Admin Help: Clicking Help > Expense Administration
Help opens the help system - use the upper-left link to open the summary
doc:
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(Other administration help modules have similar links.)


Concur Client Central: Log in, then proceed to Resources > Release Docs >
Client Admin Release Summary
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Legal Notice
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:

Invoice Management, February 2013

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
 2004 – 2013 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights
reserved.
Concur® is the trademark of Concur Technologies, Inc. All other company and
product names are the property of their respective owners.
Published by Concur Technologies, Inc.
18400 NE Union Hill Road
Redmond, Washington 98052
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Release Notes – May 2013
Finding Additional Product Release Notes
For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers.
For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s):
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Section 1: Features For This Release
Announcing the Purchase Requests & Purchase Orders Feature
The Purchase Requests and Purchase Orders (PR & PO) feature allows clients to
achieve internal spend authorization using Purchase Requests. Those requests are
then turned into Purchase Orders, which are documents authorizing a supplier to
provide goods or services, at specified prices and quantities. When coupled with
existing Invoice, PO Matching and Pay functionality, these features provide an endto-end spend authorization to pay lifecycle.

The General Purchase Request Workflow Process
The workflow process is shown below, and is useful in providing a general overview
of the steps required from creating the request to approval, processing, PO
generation, and finally transmittal of the order directly to the supplier.

Quick Tour of the Purchase Requests and Purchase Orders Feature
To access the Purchase Requests and Purchase Orders (PR & PO) feature you must
first activate the feature for your company. To do this, contact your Invoice
representative.
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 To access the PR feature:


After logging in to Concur Invoice, click the Purchase Request tab to open
the Pending Requests page.

WHAT THE PURCHASE REQUEST USER SEES
The Purchase Request User role is limited to opening only the Pending Requests
page via the Purchase Request > Request Items link. Within this screen they may
create one or more items, then “assemble” these into a PR request by clicking
Request.
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This moves the PR request to the Pending Requests section where it can be
opened by double-clicking the request. Options in this view include many familiar to
any Invoice user, such as adding an image (Actions menu), reviewing comments and
audit trail, and adjusting by adding additional items or deleting existing. The user
submits the request by clicking the Submit button.

Once submitted, the PR request is moved to the Active Items section pending final
approval and processing, and then order generation and transmittal to the supplier.

WHAT THE PURCHASE REQUEST APPROVER SEES
The Purchase Request Approver role clicks Purchase Request > Approve
Requests to access the Requests Pending Your Approval page. Again, this page
and its actions are virtually identical to those in Invoice, including search
functionality and a Change View option to view by action or approval date range.
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Additional options let the approver review the image and either approve, or send the
PR request back to the requestor. The approver is limited in what they can change in
the request, and so may elect to send back, or have the processor adjust as needed.

WHAT THE PURCHASE REQUEST PROCESSOR SEES
The Purchase Request Processor role clicks Purchase Request > Process
Requests to access the All Requests page (the default view). Here, the processor
can review PR requests pending all approvers and perform processing tasks on the
PR request:

When opened, all functionality available to the original PR requestor is available to
the processor. Uploading and viewing an image, sending the request back, even
deleting the item is supported under the processor view when opening the PR
request.

Additional Documentation
Documentation for this feature will be published in the week following this general
release. At that time the user may draw on a QuickStart guide and additional
collateral.
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Section 2: Resolved Issues
RightNow

CRMC

Defect #

Description of Issue

Client

130430001566

CRMC38861

INV5122

Feature Area: Approval Queue

130430001329

CRMC39001

Moelis &
Company
Holdings LP
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Section 3: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

New Client Admin Release Summary Document
Overview
Business Purpose
Clients can now take advantage of a
new document summarizing Concur's
This enhancement provides a quick
monthly feature set. This new
overview of the key changes, reducing
document, the Client Admin Release
the time it takes to review.
Summary, is an abbreviated list with
short descriptions of each feature. By reviewing this document the client can quickly
determine what features to further investigate. This information has been available
for Expense for some time and has now been expanded to other areas.

Where to Find the Client Admin Release Summary
Clients can find this document in one of two ways:


Using the Expense Admin Help: Clicking Help > Expense Administration
Help opens the help system - use the upper-left link to open the summary
doc:
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(Other administration help modules have similar links.)


Concur Client Central: Log in, then proceed to Resources > Release Docs >
Client Admin Release Summary
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Legal Notice
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:

Invoice Management, May 2013

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
 2004 – 2013 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights
reserved.
Concur® is the trademark of Concur Technologies, Inc. All other company and
product names are the property of their respective owners.
Published by Concur Technologies, Inc.
18400 NE Union Hill Road
Redmond, Washington 98052
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Release Notes – June 2013
Finding Additional Product Release Notes
For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers.
For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s):
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Section 1: Features For This Release
My Concur Displays Pending Approvals and Current Requests
The following feature description was omitted from the April Invoice Management
release notes.
Invoice users and approvers can now
Business Purpose
open My Concur and view their
payment request activity in the Active
This enhancement gathers requests
Work and Approval Queue windows.
into a single easy to access display.
This lets invoice users and approvers
work with their requests from a single
page that offers options to view and act upon one or more requests.
How It Works
This feature works by gathering and displaying all of the requests associated with the
user on their My Concur page, within a window display that lists the requests by row.
Specifically, the invoice user with requests pending their action (submission; sent
back for correction) will see their requests by clicking Payment Requests in the
Active Work window :

While Approvers with request pending approval can see these types of requests in
the Approval Queue window when they click Payment Requests:

Each user can open a single request by clicking its name. Open in detail view, the
request can be corrected or reviewed, and then submitted or approved as needed.
When the request is closed from detail view it appears as it normally would in a listtype page (Request List; View Requests for Approval) depending on the user role.
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The invoice user can additionally open all listed requests in My Profile, or decide to
create a new request using the New Request button which directs the user to the
Create New Payment Request page.

Configuration
No additional configuration is needed to use this feature.

Support for Viewing a Request Image Inline
With this release, users viewing request
images can now view the image inline,
alongside the payment request. This
speeds both the input and review
process, letting the creator, approver,
and processor work with requests and
their images side by side.

Business Purpose
This enhancement lets a user quickly
code their request by using a side by
side display of request and invoice.

How It Works
Currently, images associated with a request appear in a standalone window. With
this update, a user can decide to view the image inline directly alongside the request
it is associated with:

The user can elect to retain this as the default view as well, making this the way the
request and its image will appear for all of their sessions. This view is extended
across the reviewing screen (as above figure), and also to the Add and Edit Line Item
views as well where this same option is available to the user.

Configuration
To work with the feature, the user opens the request and clicks View Image. A set
of options appears under View Image Options. These include an option to open the
image inline, another to make this the default action, and a third to prevent redisplay of this menu.
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The user selects an option to change the image viewing behavior, or simply clicks
View. Note that these options apply on a per-user basis for all of that user’s
requests, not to the specific request. This is why the identical options are also
available in the user’s My Profile > Invoice Preferences:

The choices include:


Display payment request images inline: For this session, show me the
image inline



Automatically display image (inline) when opening a payment
request: For all sessions going forward, show me the image inline



Do not display again: I have selected my preference and do not want to see
these options displayed again while I am working with requests



View: Two options are available:


Click View with no option selected: If you do not select a viewing option
and click View the image appears as it always has in a standalone window



Click View with an option selected: The image appears inline, and will
again depending on the option(s) you select

Summing Up the Viewing Options
The user can elect to work as they always have and prevent display of these options
by clicking Do not display again > View. Or, they can select the inline display
option, then click View to work in that view for this session. Finally, they can make
the inline display method permanent and prevent display of the options by selecting
Automatically… and Do not display… (opened request only, not My Profile).
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Support for Purchase Order Audit Rules
With this release the audit rules
administrator can now apply audit rules
to purchase order (PO) events that,
when fired, flag and prevent the PO
from being saved or transmitted
without review and action by the PO
Processor role.

Business Purpose
This enhancement brings audit rules to
the Purchase Order feature.

What the Purchase Order Processor Sees
In use, after Invoice Configuration administrator creates the audit rules, and the
Purchase Order Processor role (only) views and clears the resulting exceptions. In
the figure below, the selected shipping method for the PO has fired the non-preferred
vendor rule, and the system will not allow the transmittal of the PO to the vendor.

To correct this, the PO Processor reviews the issue and then takes action.
Using Audit Rules with the Purchase Order (PO)
PO rules prevent the save (header, line item) and transmission (transmit) events
from executing, and are designed to focus the PO Processor on high-profile issues.
For example, flagging non-preferred vendors, ensuring maintenance fees are
detailed when the Software expense type is used, or including an IT Director or
Security VP when selected expense types require they be included in the audit trail.
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These new PO-related events are available in Administration > Invoice Admin >
Audit Rules when creating the audit rule.



Refer to Invoice: Audit Rules Setup Guide for more information.

A New Workflow Setting to Prevent PO Transmittal
Also included in this release is a new setting in Workflows that prevents PO
transmission if the PO exceeds a specified exception level. This setting, Prevent
purchase order transmission when exception level exceeds, prevents purchase order
transmission when the configured exception level is exceeded and works just as the
payment or purchase request settings of this type.
The setting appears in Administration > Invoice Admin > Workflows > Settings tab
and is shown in the figure below:
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Configuration
Other than creating the audit rules and configuring the Workflows setting, no
additional configuration is required to use this feature.



Refer to Invoice: Workflows Setup Guide for more information.

Use Payment Request Import to Set Routing Auto-Assignment
Currently, the Routing Configuration
feature allows the client to assign a
default employee for a request based
on Region, Department, or Vendor as
examples. This is done using the
combination of the List Management,
Feature Hierarchies, and Routing
Configuration tools in the user interface.

Business Purpose
This enhancement lets the client set
the invoice owner for a request using
the overnight Request import.

With this release, the employee information included in the Payment Request import
can now be leveraged to perform the same auto-assignment task. In this scenario,
an import is performed and the Capture service is configured to pull the employee
information into Invoice in order to set the assignment.
During import, the Capture service will look for routing configuration information
(Custom06 renamed to Project 123 below, as example) and route the request
directly to the appropriate user, bypassing any involvement by the AP User. If the
routing configuration does not find a user to assign then it will use the other routing
methods of Vendor association (Vendor Mapping List tab in Routing Configuration) or
Named Vendor that exist today. If those other methods fail to locate a user then it
will go to the unassigned queue for the AP User to assign to a user.
User Experience: Selecting an Owner for the Unassigned Request
When Assigning a Request Owner, the AP User has always been able to Search for an
employee. In addition, if the client has Routing Configuration set up, they will also
see a new Hierarchy Routing control. This allows them to easily see the relationship
between a particular cost object (such as Project) and the mapped owner. They can
see the current assigned owner, or change the cost object to adjust the owner.
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The AP User can elect to change the owner at this time from the pre-configured
owner mapping by either selecting another user from the Hierarchy Routing option,
or by simply using the Search option to access a different user for assignment.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.



Refer to Chapter 6: Payment Request Confirmation Import V2 of Invoice Import and Extract File Specifications for more information.

Ability to Opt Out of Automatic Concur Update of Locations
A new check box that prevents Concur
from automatically updating the client’s
list of Locations is now available to the
Locations administrator. Use this check
box to allow or disallow Concur from
automatically updating locations at your
company.

Business Purpose
This enhancement gives the client
flexibility to manually maintain their
own Locations list.

Explanation of Behavior
The new check box, Allow automatic updates to locations, is available on the
new Locations Settings tab. It is selected (enabled) by default, meaning that Concur
location maintenance updates will be automatically applied to your company’s list of
Locations.

By clearing (disabling) the check box, location updates offered by Concur will no
longer be accepted by your company. A confirmation message explaining this
appears when you disable the setting.
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!

Once disabled, it will be the responsibility of the client to maintain their list of
locations. Further, Concur cannot retroactively identify and update location data
for a client during the disablement period should the client elect to re-enable the
setting: only changes going forward from the date the setting is reactivated will
be delivered by Concur.
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Section 2: Resolved Issues
RightNow

CRMC

130522000609

Feature Area: Invoice Coding Entry

130306001269

Feature Area: Print Invoice Request

130501001059

Feature Area: Tax Calculations

Concur Release Notes
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Description of Issue

Client

Description: The system drops the ending “0” from the entered invoice
number, for example, 120 becomes 12.

Description: The Print Payment Request in Invoice Format feature does not
display distributions if the item was not distributed by the user, even though
the default distribution may have copy down values that provide meaning.

Description: The sum of multiple line items is causing a rounding error when
subtotaling the line items and including the tax amount.
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Section 3: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

New Client Admin Release Summary Document
Overview
Business Purpose
Clients can now take advantage of a
new document summarizing Concur's
This enhancement provides a quick
monthly feature set. This new
overview of the key changes, reducing
document, the Client Admin Release
the time it takes to review.
Summary, is an abbreviated list with
short descriptions of each feature. By reviewing this document the client can quickly
determine what features to further investigate. This information has been available
for Expense for some time and has now been expanded to other areas.

Where to Find the Client Admin Release Summary
Clients can find this document in one of two ways:


Using the Expense Admin Help: Clicking Help > Expense Administration
Help opens the help system - use the upper-left link to open the summary
doc:
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(Other administration help modules have similar links.)


Concur Client Central: Log in, then proceed to Resources > Release Docs >
Client Admin Release Summary
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Release Notes – July 2013
Finding Additional Product Release Notes
For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers.
For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s):
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Section 1: Coming Soon and Change Alerts
The following is a preview of features that will be available in an upcoming release.

Concur Update of Locations – Tentative Target of August
Concur will update the United Nations LOCODE list for the Locations module,
meaning each client will see the updated codes. This is scheduled for the August
service release (SU94) at this time.

Important! - Update Site Settings to Prevent Updates!
You must take action if you want to prevent the update of locations for your
company!
A check box that prevents Concur from automatically updating the client’s list of
Locations is available to the Locations administrator. Use this check box to prevent
Concur from automatically updating locations at your company.
Explanation of Behavior
The new check box, Allow automatic updates to locations, is available on the
new Locations Settings tab. It is selected (enabled) by default, meaning that Concur
location maintenance updates will be automatically applied to your company’s list of
Locations.

By clearing (disabling) the check box, location updates offered by Concur will not be
accepted by your company. A confirmation message explaining this appears when
you disable the setting.
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!

Once disabled, it will be the responsibility of the client to maintain their list of
locations. Further, Concur cannot retroactively identify and update location data
for a client during the disablement period should the client elect to re-enable the
setting: only changes going forward from the date the setting is reactivated will
be delivered by Concur.
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Section 2: Features For This Release
The following features are included in this service release.

External Validation Rules Now Available In Invoice
With this release the Audit Rules
Business Purpose
administrator can now use validation
rules to compare values in Invoice
This enhancement brings Validation
request fields against an imported table
Rules to the Audit Rules module.
of predefined values. The comparison is
triggered by an event (save, submit,
etc.) and is intended to uncover a mismatch between the two values. When a
mismatch is found (the field fails to match the table), the validation rule can
generate an exception, update the request field (selected events), or both.
Accessing Validation Rules
To access validation rules, click Administration > Invoice Admin > Audit Rules, and
click the Validation tab:

Sample Use Case 1: Balance Sheet Expenses Require No Blank Cost Center
In the example below, the validation rule Account Code vs. Cost Center is configured
to first compare the Account Code field value to the table value Id 01 (“balance
sheet”) and to also ensure a value exists in the Cost Center (Custom 01) field on
allocation:
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Sample Use Case 2: Validate a Complex Accounting String
In the example below, a flag is generated when any of the four segments being
validated (Id 01, Id 02, etc.) do not conform to a valid GL Segment external table.

Special Considerations
Please note the following when using this feature:


Available for both Payment Request (Invoice) and Purchase Request



Validation Data table – same for Expense and Invoice (single import)

Concur Release Notes
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Vendor is an available Data Object for configuration

Configuration
No additional configuration is needed to use this feature.



Refer to Invoice: Audit Rules Setup Guide for more information.

Proxy Users Now Supported Under Purchase Requests
Proxy user functionality is now available
Business Purpose
for users of the standalone Purchase
Request (PR) module of Invoice
This enhancement brings the Proxy
Processing. This feature is identical to
feature to the Purchase Request
its implementation in Invoice, and is
module of Invoice Processing.
specifically designed to work within
Purchase Request, without changing the
PR proxy user’s roles and access rights when they exit Purchase Request and begin
work within Invoice.
How It Works
The proxy feature works when the following role relationship is in effect:


The Purchase Request Proxy role is assigned to the user who will proxy for
others



The Purchase Request User role is assigned to those users the Purchase
Request Proxy role will proxy for

With this assignment in place, the PR Proxy role user will see the Proxy Search
button in the Purchase Request tab, and now has rights to search for and proxy
any user with the Purchase Request User role.
In the figure below, Erin can proxy for Gato by searching and selecting that user:
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Purchase Request Proxy Role Behavior is Limited to Purchase Request
This feature is designed for the standalone Purchase Request module, and does not
change the behavior of the user when they work within Invoice. This means the user
can leave the Purchase Request tab and continue work as a user of Invoice, an
administrator for Invoice tools, or otherwise. However, once they return to the
Purchase Request tab, they are again representing the selected user.
Exiting the Proxy State
Only by going to the My Concur tab, or by specifically clicking Purchase Request
for Me does the user return to working for themselves within the Purchase Request
module.

Using Employee Import to Assign the Purchase Request Proxy Role
The ability to assign the Purchase Request Proxy role using the overnight Employee
Import job is also available with this release. This role is included in the 400-level
Role Code set of roles.

Configuration
The client must have the Purchase Request module activated and have assigned the
roles (as described above) to their users. If you intend to import this role using the
overnight Employee Import job the Integration administrator role is required.
Contact Concur directly to set up this role for your import.

Supplier Portal: Sign Up Without Requirement for a Unique Domain
With this release, suppliers such as
those listed in the client’s Vendor
Master list can now register in the
Supplier Portal with any domain
(@gmail, for example) they prefer.

Business Purpose
This enhancement makes it easier to
direct the consultant to the Supplier
Portal.

Prior to this enhancement, the first user
to register under a given domain name (“@domain”) would effectively prevent any
other user from registering with the same domain name. Now, the system recognizes
the prefix difference (“name_prefix@domain”) and treats each email address
Concur Release Notes
July 2013
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uniquely (unless, of course, the email exactly matches an existing email in the
system).

Configuration
No additional configuration is needed to use this feature.



Refer to Invoice: Supplier Portal User Guide for more information.

Copy a Purchase Request
It is now possible to copy a purchase
request. Doing this lets a user quickly
replicate a request when creating a new
one.

Business Purpose
This enhancement brings a standard
Invoice feature to Purchase Requests.

To copy the request, first navigate to,
search for, and select the purchase request. Then, click the Copy Request command
in the Actions menu, or click the icon directly:

Configuration
No additional configuration is needed to use this feature.

PO & PR Processor: New Fields & Configurable Columns
The Processor working with either
Purchase Orders or Purchase Requests
can now arrange the column view to
include and exclude fields, and arrange
the sequence in the order they want.

Concur Release Notes
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Adding, Deleting, and Moving the Columns
Working with columns in the processor view is identical to working with the
processor view of payment requests. First, click Preferences to open a dialog box,
then select or clear the check boxes next to those fields you want to add or remove:

Rearranging the Columns
A simple drag and drop action lets you grab the column heading, then move it to a
new location in the list view. A green check mark indicates that the column is in
place.
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New Fields Added to Purchase Order and Purchase Request Processor Views
The following fields may be added to the PO Processor’s column view:


Status - Physical column



Ship To Address - Physical column



Vendor Name - Physical column



Order Date - Physical column



First Order Date - Physical column



Has Exceptions - *New* virtual column



Has Cleared Exceptions - *New* virtual column



Exception Level Maximum- *New* virtual column



Exception Level Total- *New* virtual column



Vendor Code - Physical column



Vendor Address Code - Physical column



Requested By - *New* virtual column



Is Fully Allocated - *New* Virtual column



New Fields Added to Purchase Order Processor View

The following fields may be added to the PR Processor’s column view:


Request No - Physical column



Purchase Order(s) - *New* Virtual column



Approval Status - Physical column



Submit Date - Physical column (submit_date)



First Submit Date - Physical column



Total - Physical column



Has Distributions - *New* Virtual column



Has Exceptions - *New* Virtual column



Has Cleared Exceptions - *New* Virtual column



Exception Level Maximum- *New* virtual column



Exception Level Total- *New* virtual column

Concur Release Notes
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Has Comments - *New* Virtual column



Image Available - Physical column



Is Limit Approved - Physical column



Is Exception Approved - Physical column



Workflow Name - Physical column



First Approval Date - Physical column



Pending Processor Since - *New* virtual column



Is Fully Allocated - *New* Virtual column

Configuration
No additional configuration is needed to use this feature.

Image Viewing Preferences Can be Imported
The overnight Employee Import job is
now enhanced to allow the import of
the Invoice user’s image viewing
preferences. Specifically, the ability to
view an image “inline” with its request,
and to make this behavior the default
for the user.

Business Purpose
This enhancement lets the user’s
viewing preferences be imported.

The new settings are found in the 360-level record set as shown in the figure below:

Configuration
The Integration administrator role is required to run this import. Please submit a
service request to include these attributes in your employee import.



Refer to Chapter 5: Employee Import of the Expense – Import and Extract
Specifications manual for more information.
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Section 3: Resolved Issues
RightNow

CRMC

Defect #

Description of Issue

Client

130712000655

CRMC40549

INV5479

Feature Area: Employee Import job

Classified
Ventures

130618001944

CRMC39743

INV5382

Feature Area: Standard Migration

Concur Release Notes
July 2013

Description: An error is occuring
when the employee import job is run
with the 100- and 360-level records
and no corresponding preference
record exists for the employee.

Description: On migration from the
Invoice Standard to Invoice Processing
(Professional) product the Purchase
Order and Invoice Routing Mapping
imports are now available.
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Section 4: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

New Client Admin Release Summary Document
Overview
Business Purpose
Clients can now take advantage of a
new document summarizing Concur's
This enhancement provides a quick
monthly feature set. This new
overview of the key changes, reducing
document, the Client Admin Release
the time it takes to review.
Summary, is an abbreviated list with
short descriptions of each feature. By reviewing this document the client can quickly
determine what features to further investigate. This information has been available
for Expense for some time and has now been expanded to other areas.

Where to Find the Client Admin Release Summary
Clients can find this document in one of two ways:


Using the Expense Admin Help: Clicking Help > Expense Administration
Help opens the help system - use the upper-left link to open the summary
doc:
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(Other administration help modules have similar links.)


Concur Client Central: Log in, then proceed to Resources > Release Docs >
Client Admin Release Summary
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Release Notes – August 2013
Section 1: Coming Soon and Change Alerts
The following is a preview of features that will be available in an upcoming release.

Concur Update of Locations – Tentative Target of September
Concur will update the United Nations LOCODE list for the Locations module,
meaning each client will see the updated codes. This is scheduled for the September
service release (SU95) at this time.

Important! - Update Site Settings to Prevent Updates!
You must take action if you want to prevent the update of locations for your
company!
A check box that prevents Concur from automatically updating the client’s list of
Locations is available to the Locations administrator. Use this check box to prevent
Concur from automatically updating locations at your company.
Explanation of Behavior
The new check box, Allow automatic updates to locations, is available on the
new Locations Settings tab. It is selected (enabled) by default, meaning that Concur
location maintenance updates will be automatically applied to your company’s list of
Locations.

By clearing (disabling) the check box, location updates offered by Concur will not be
accepted by your company. A confirmation message explaining this appears when
you disable the setting.
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! Once disabled, it will be the responsibility of the client to maintain their list of

locations. Further, Concur cannot retroactively identify and update location data
for a client during the disablement period should the client elect to re-enable the
setting: only changes going forward from the date the setting is reactivated will
be delivered by Concur.

Section 2: Features For This Release
The following features are included in this service release.

Invoice Pay: ACH Payments Are Now Sent in CTX EDI 820 Format
Overview
Business Purpose
With this release, a new format
will be used for Invoice ACH
This feature changes invoice payments so that
payments. The new format, CTX
the CTX EDI format is now used.
EDI 820, addresses compliance
requirements for financial
systems that process invoice payment requests.
This will provide better visibility to invoices being paid by the supplier, and will
enable some suppliers to automatically apply the payment to outstanding account
receivables.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Section 3: Resolved Issues
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

03956984

Feature Area: Forms & Fields
Description: A List field type with a Dropdown control type is not forcing a
Helper side page when the list items exceed 500.

Section 4: Supported Configurations
Monthly browser certifications, both current and planned, are available on the
Release Notes page.



Refer to Documentation Updates in this guide for more information.
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Section 5: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

Concur Support Portal
Access release notes, webinars, and other technical documentation on the Concur
Support portal.
If you have the proper permissions, the Support menu is available to you in Concur.
Click Support and then – in the Concur Support portal – click Resources.


Click Release/Tech Info for release notes, technical documents, etc.



Click Webinars for recorded and live webinars.
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Online Help – Admins
Users with an admin role can access release notes, technical documents, and other
resources using online help in Concur.
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Release Notes – September 2013
Section 1: Coming Soon and Change Alerts
The following is a preview of features that will be available in an upcoming release.

Locations - Maintenance Updates in an Upcoming Service Release
Overview
Business Purpose
All clients configured to receive
Locations updates from Concur will see
This enhancement will update the
approximately 40,000 new locations
locations list to the latest United
added to the system in an upcoming
Nations listing.
service release. Therefore, clients
wishing to opt out of this maintenance should update this site setting sometime
before this upgrade is performed in a future release.

IMPORTANT! - UPDATE SITE SETTINGS TO PREVENT UPDATES!
You must take action if you want to prevent the update of locations for your
company!
A check box that prevents Concur from automatically updating the client’s list of
Locations is available to the Locations administrator. Use this check box to prevent
Concur from automatically updating locations at your company.
Explanation of Behavior
The new check box, Allow automatic updates to locations, is available on the
new Locations Settings tab. It is selected (enabled) by default, meaning that Concur
location maintenance updates will be automatically applied to your company’s list of
Locations.

By clearing (disabling) the check box, location updates offered by Concur will not be
accepted by your company when they are released in a future service release. A
confirmation message explaining this appears when you disable the setting.
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!

Once disabled, it will be the responsibility of the client to maintain their list of
locations. Further, Concur cannot retroactively identify and update location data
for a client during the disablement period should the client elect to re-enable the
setting: only changes going forward from the date the setting is reactivated will
be delivered by Concur.

Clients configured to receive the Concur update of Locations based on the United
Nations LOCODE list will be restricted from modifying these locations. Instead, the
Locations administrator will be allowed only to activate or deactivate these locations
– all other actions will be unavailable to the admin.

WHAT THE ADMINISTRATOR SEES
The administrator working in the Locations tool will have full functionality for those
locations they create and manage. However, if they are working with any location
that was included in the Concur location update, they will be restricted to selecting
that location only for activation and deactivation. All other functionality for that
location will unavailable.
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Section 2: Features For This Release
The following features are included in this service release.

Payment Manager – Multiple Funding Accounts Now Supported
Overview
Business Purpose
With this release a client can
now create a new funding
This enhancement allows the clients to
account and designate it as the
setup/manage multiple funding accounts for a
new, active account for a
group.
selected group. This feature
facilitates periodic change management associated with bank funding accounts. For
example, if you change to a new corporate bank, you can add the new bank as
Funding Account B, and inactivate the old bank’s Funding Account A. Invoices
already in the system using Funding Account A will progress through until paid. New
invoices created after the change will use Funding Account B.

How It Works
This feature works by allowing the user to create a new funding account that the
system automatically defaults to Inactive. The user next deactivates the existing,
active account and replaces it with the new account by activating it. Note that the
system prompts the user if they attempt to activate a second account for a group
(Global, as shown in the figure below).

The two accounts work together within the group as follows:


Payment demands in the inactive account continue to process, but once these
scheduled payments are completed, no new invoices are accepted for the
deactivated account (or accounts, since many deactivated accounts may exist
for a single group)



New invoices automatically route to the new, active funding account
associated with the group

This feature can also be used to make changes to the check configuration
template. For example, let’s say your current check signatory is no longer an
employee of your company. You can set up a new funding account, and create a new
check configuration that uses the new, correct check signature image file.
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Configuration
The Payment Manager role creates the new funding account.

 To create and activate the new funding account for the group:
1. Click Invoice > Payment Manager > Funding Accounts to display the

Funding Account List page.
2. Click Add Funding Account and fill out the Funding Account page to

create your new account, then click Save.
3. Select and open the current funding account for the group in order to

deactivate it.
4. Select No from the Active dropdown list, then click Save.

5. Open your new funding account and, for the step above, select Yes as the

value for Active and click Save – this activates your new account for the
group.



Refer to Invoice: Invoice Pay Setup Guide and Invoice: Invoice Pay User
Guide for more information.

Workflow – Authorized Approver “Level” Step Now Supported
Overview
Business Purpose
With this release both Invoice
and Purchase Request now
This enhancement adds the Level step to the
support the Level workflow step
workflow functionality.
for authorized approvers. This
functionality allows a client to set a simple, “level-based” workflow step that applies
a numbered hierarchy to filter which authorized approvers can approve for a given
workflow step based on the level of approval they match.
This is useful where a company may want certain approvers at the first approval step
in the workflow, but not at the remaining approval steps. The company can assign a
"level" number to a workflow step and assign that same "level" number to an
authorized approver. So, if the company assigns level 1 to the first workflow
approval step and assigns level 1 to each line manager, then line managers are
available as authorized approvers only for the first approval step.
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Example
Assume that instead of creating complicated workflows with intricate conditions and
other criteria, the company simply assigns levels to the workflow steps and to the
authorized approvers.
For example, the company assigns these levels to these workflow approval steps:
Employee
Submits the
request/PR
request

Line Manager



Checks for
legitimacy, basic
errors
(assigned as Level 1)

Exception
Approver

Division Mgr



If request
exceeds X
amount
(assigned as Level 2)



If request
requires
exception
clearance
(assigned as Level 3)

The company assigns these levels to the approvers:
Name

Level

John (default approver)

1

Fred

1

Crystal

2

Susan

3

Terry
Vic

3

In this case:


For the Line Manager step (1), both John and Fred can approve at level 1 but
since John is the default approver, then John is automatically selected as the
approver.



For the Division Manager step (2), Crystal is the only option.



For the Exception Approver step (3), the user selects between Susan and Vic.



Since Terry is not assigned a level, then Terry will never be used in this
workflow.

Note the following:


Not all workflow steps must be assigned a level. However, note that all
authorized approvers will be available for those steps not assigned a level. For
example, if the final workflow step above was not assigned a level, then all
approvers would be available.
In summary:
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If every approval step is assigned a level but an approver is not assigned
a level or does not match any level, then that approver will not be
available in that workflow.



If any approval step is not assigned a level, all approvers are available regardless of the level assigned to the approver (assuming there is no
other excluding criteria).

If an authorized approver must be available for more than one level (like
levels 1 and 2), then there must be two records for that approver – one for
each level.

Configuration
Configuration is required to use this feature, some of which may require the client to
contact Concur directly. Consult the documentation listed below for more
information.



Refer to Invoice: Workflows – General Information Setup Guide, Shared:
Feature Hierarchies Setup Guide, and optionally the Shared: Lists Setup
Guide to import or create a connected list for validation purposes.

Vendor Mapping List Functionality Moved to Vendor Manager
Overview
The Vendor Mapping List tab
along with the functionality that
lets an administrator assign a
default invoice owner to a
vendor is moved with this
release.

Business Purpose
This enhancement moves a function to a more
logical location for the administrator.

It is removed from the Invoice Admin Routing Configuration tool, and is now
added to the Vendor Manager tool. To access the original options, click the Vendor
Mapping List tab as shown in the figure below:
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Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.



Refer to Invoice: Vendor Manager User Guide for this information going
forward from this service release.

Section 3: Supported Configurations
Monthly browser certifications, both current and planned, are available on the
Release Notes page.



Refer to Documentation Updates in this guide for more information.
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Section 4: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

Concur Support Portal
Access release notes, webinars, and other technical documentation on the Concur
Support portal.
If you have the proper permissions, the Support menu is available to you in Concur.
Click Support and then – in the Concur Support portal – click Resources.


Click Release/Tech Info for release notes, technical documents, etc.



Click Webinars for recorded and live webinars.

NOTE: If you use a user interface layout other than Blue Sky (set on the travel
configuration page), be aware that you have to click Help in order to access
the Support link.
Concur Release Notes
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Online Help – Admins
Users with an admin role can access release notes, technical documents, and other
resources using online help in Concur.
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Release Notes – October 2013
Section 1: Coming Soon and Change Alerts
The following is a preview of features that will be available in an upcoming release.

Locations - Maintenance Updates in an Upcoming Service Release
Overview
Business Purpose
All clients configured to receive
Locations updates from Concur will see
This enhancement will update the
approximately 40,000 new locations
locations list to the latest United
added to the system in an upcoming
Nations listing.
service release. Therefore, clients
wishing to opt out of this maintenance should update this site setting sometime
before this upgrade is performed in a future release.

IMPORTANT! - UPDATE SITE SETTINGS TO PREVENT UPDATES!
You must take action if you want to prevent the update of locations for your
company!
A check box that prevents Concur from automatically updating the client’s list of
Locations is available to the Locations administrator. Use this check box to prevent
Concur from automatically updating locations at your company.
Explanation of Behavior
The new check box, Allow automatic updates to locations, is available on the
new Locations Settings tab. It is selected (enabled) by default, meaning that Concur
location maintenance updates will be automatically applied to your company’s list of
Locations.

By clearing (disabling) the check box, location updates offered by Concur will not be
accepted by your company when they are released in a future service release. A
confirmation message explaining this appears when you disable the setting.
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!

Once disabled, it will be the responsibility of the client to maintain their list of
locations. Further, Concur cannot retroactively identify and update location data
for a client during the disablement period should the client elect to re-enable the
setting: only changes going forward from the date the setting is reactivated will
be delivered by Concur.

Clients configured to receive the Concur update of Locations based on the United
Nations LOCODE list will be restricted from modifying these locations. Instead, the
Locations administrator will be allowed only to activate or deactivate these locations
– all other actions will be unavailable to the admin.

WHAT THE ADMINISTRATOR SEES
The administrator working in the Locations tool will have full functionality for those
locations they create and manage. However, if they are working with any location
that was included in the Concur location update, they will be restricted to selecting
that location only for activation and deactivation. All other functionality for that
location will unavailable.
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Section 2: Features For This Release
The following features are included in this service release.

Localize Purchase Order Matching Rules Exception Messages
Overview
Business Purpose
With this release, the error
message you can optionally add
This enhancement adds additional message
to purchase order matching rules
strings to the Localization tool for localizing.
is now available for localization
using the Invoice Admin > Localization tool. By localizing this custom message,
the client can be sure the user will read and understand the text in their language.

How It Works
As background, each matching rule and message is configured using the Purchase
Order Matching Rules tool (Invoice Admin > Purchase Order Matching Rules).
When the user encounters an exception, the custom message is displayed, and the
information is used to point out the discrepancy and help the user resolve the issue.
The figure below shows the Exception Message section where options are used to
create, change, or remove the message for the given PO matching rule group:

Configuration
This message is accessed through the Invoice Admin > Localization tool by
selecting a language and, under Category, selecting the Purchase Order Rule
Message item.
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Click Modify to display the Modify Localization for page. Then, under Name, click
the text to open the text for your changes:

Perform the same procedure for the text under Instructions, then click Save. When
you are done, test the change to review both the label name and instructions for the
selected language(s) you have configured.
This text will now appear when the user logs into Invoice using the language flag
indicators available as a row at the topmost portion of the page.



Refer to Shared: Localization Setup Guide and Invoice: Purchase Order
Matching User Guide for more information.

Purchase Order: Change & Localize PO Receipt Confirmation Messages
Overview
Business Purpose
When an invoice cannot proceed
through workflow based on
This enhancement adds Receipt Confirmation
receipt status, messages can
message strings to the Localization tool to
display depending on the receipt
change and localize.
confirmation type needed. These
messages (table, below) may now be changed to customized text, and through the
Localization tool, also localized into whatever languages the client requires at their
company.
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How It Works
When an invoice requires receipt confirmation to complete workflow, the Purchase
Order Matching Rules tool can be used to customize the message displayed to the
end-user, using one of three confirmation types (None as a fourth) as shown in the
figure below:

Each option (excepting None) is associated with an message prompt that appears to
the user based on one of three possible rules-based confirmation type outcomes.
The default text (as well as the main intent you should be communicating to the
invoice owner through your wording choice) is as follows:
Confirmation
Type

Default Message Text

Intent

Invoice
(INVC)

The payment request's receipt of
the product/service has not been
confirmed.

Owner, confirm everything was
received satisfactorily (overall
invoice).

Receipt
Individual
(RIND)

Not all associated purchase order
line items have been marked as
received. Please update the receipt
status before
submitting/approving the request.

Owner, confirm receipt in your ERP
[instructions to do this] so this
invoice can be released.

Receipt Central
(RCEN)

Not all associated purchase order
line items have been marked as
received. Please contact your
processor for updating the receipt
status.

Note: This invoice can’t move
forward until central receiving has
completed / been processed.

With this release, this text can now be updated in its native English text, and/or
changed for any given language you choose in the Localization tool.

Configuration
To change the text, use the Invoice Admin > Localization tool. Select a language
and then, under Category, select the Invoice Receipt Confirmations message item:
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Click Modify to display the Modify Localization for page. Then, under Message,
click the text to open the text for your changes:

Click Save when you are done editing the text. Test the change(s) to review the
exception instructions for the selected language(s) you have configured.
This text will now appear when the user logs into Invoice using the language flag
indicators available as a row at the topmost portion of the page, and causes the
receipt exception to appear.



Refer to Shared: Localization Setup Guide and Invoice: Purchase Order
Matching User Guide for more information.

Invoice Pay: Payment Demands Can Be Moved from an Inactive to an
Active Funding Account
Overview
Business Purpose

With this release, clients will now
be able to move payment
demands that are currently tied
to one or more inactive funding
accounts to a primary active
funding account.

This enhancement now allows payment
demands to be moved from one or more
inactive funding accounts to a primary active
funding account.

Clients can configure multiple funding accounts but only one of these accounts can
be active. Because of this, there may be times when payment demands become
associated with an inactive funding account and must be associated with an active
funding account. The following describes how a client can perform this function.
How This Works
The client can move a payment demand from either the:


Monitor Payments screen



Failed Payments screen
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Moving Payment Demands Listed Under Monitor Payments

 To move a payment demand from an inactive to an active funding
account:

1. From Payment Manager > Monitor Payments, select the payment demand

that you want to move from an inactive funding account to a primary active
account.
2. Click Actions > View Payment Demands.

3. Click Actions and in the list, click Fund from Active Account.

4. The selected payment demand is moved to the active funding account.
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Moving Payment Demands Listed Under Failed Payments

 To move a failed payment demand from an inactive to an active funding
account:

1. Click Failed Payment to open the Failed Payments page, then select one

or more payment demands.
2. Click Actions > Fund from Active Account (or, as in the figure below,

right-click the demand directly):

3. The payment demand that failed is moved to a new payment demand that is

funded from an active account.
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Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.



Refer to Invoice: Invoice Pay User Guide for more information.

Concur App Center Now Available to All Clients
Overview
Business Purpose
The Concur App Center is a new
tab in Concur that allows users
This feature provides a central resource for users
to discover and enable
and companies to enable services integrated with
applications that partners and
Concur.
Concur have developed to work
with Concur products. In the October release, Concur is making the App Center
available to all clients worldwide in the application.
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The applications use Concur’s Platform to add value to Concur products by providing
integration and additional management tools. The App Center has two tabs:


Apps for me: This tab contains applications that an end user can activate to
authorize a secure exchange of data. TripIt is an example of this type of app.
The end user can connect their Concur account to their TripIt account to
enable trips booked in Concur to automatically flow into their TripIt account.
If they do not have a TripIt account, they can learn more about the
application and visit the TripIt website or the app store on their mobile
device to create an account. Purchase and downloading of apps does not
take place in the App Center. Additional examples include Concur Mobile and
various forms of e-receipts. Open Booking users will soon be able to connect
their Concur accounts with various travel suppliers via the App Center,
enabling itineraries booked on the supplier’s website to flow into Concur.



Apps for my business: This tab contains applications which serve a variety
of business functions. The apps need to be authorized by a Concur
Administrator as they interact with data at a company-wide level or for
multiple users. Example business apps include:


Integrations from VAT reclaim partners who extract expense data from
Concur in order to calculate and process your company’s VAT reclaim on
eligible expenses.



The Concur Connector for Salesforce which integrates contacts and
opportunity data between Concur and Salesforce.com.

The App Center is not a store- the users and administrators can use it to learn about
the applications and begin the procurement process. Once the user or administrator
selects the app listing, they view the Details page:
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User applications, like TripIt, provide a Connect button that the user can click to
connect their Concur account with their account at the partner’s site. Company
applications provide a button to Inquire, which is the recommended method for
engaging with a partner to evaluate and procure their application.
The partners that create applications go through a certification process with Concur.
Concur creates the App Center listing, which must be reviewed and approved by the
partner and Concur before the listing can be active.
The App Center is also available on the concur.com/appcenter website:
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Section 3: Resolved Cases
There are no resolved cases documented for the October release.
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Section 4: Supported Configurations
Monthly browser certifications, both current and planned, are available on the
Release Notes page.



Refer to Documentation Updates in this guide for more information.
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Section 5: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

Concur Support Portal
Access release notes, webinars, and other technical documentation on the Concur
Support portal.
If you have the proper permissions, the Support menu is available to you in Concur.
Click Support and then – in the Concur Support portal – click Resources.


Click Release/Tech Info for release notes, technical documents, etc.



Click Webinars for recorded and live webinars.

NOTE: If you use a user interface layout other than Blue Sky (set on the travel
configuration page), be aware that you have to click Help in order to access
the Support link.
Concur Release Notes
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Online Help – Admins
Users with an admin role can access release notes, technical documents, and other
resources using online help in Concur.
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Release Notes – November 2013
Section 1: Coming Soon and Change Alerts
The following is a preview of features that will be available in an upcoming release.

Locations - Maintenance Updates in an Upcoming Service Release
Overview
Business Purpose
All clients configured to receive
Locations updates from Concur will see
This enhancement will update the
approximately 40,000 new locations
locations list to the latest United
added to the system in an upcoming
Nations listing.
service release. Therefore, clients
wishing to opt out of this maintenance should update this site setting sometime
before this upgrade is performed in a future release.

IMPORTANT! - UPDATE SITE SETTINGS TO PREVENT UPDATES!
You must take action if you want to prevent the update of locations for your
company!
A check box that prevents Concur from automatically updating the client’s list of
Locations is available to the Locations administrator. Use this check box to prevent
Concur from automatically updating locations at your company.
Explanation of Behavior
The new check box, Allow automatic updates to locations, is available on the
new Locations Settings tab. It is selected (enabled) by default, meaning that Concur
location maintenance updates will be automatically applied to your company’s list of
Locations.

By clearing (disabling) the check box, location updates offered by Concur will not be
accepted by your company when they are released in a future service release. A
confirmation message explaining this appears when you disable the setting.
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!

Once disabled, it will be the responsibility of the client to maintain their list of
locations. Further, Concur cannot retroactively identify and update location data
for a client during the disablement period should the client elect to re-enable the
setting: only changes going forward from the date the setting is reactivated will
be delivered by Concur.

Clients configured to receive the Concur update of Locations based on the United
Nations LOCODE list will be restricted from modifying these locations. Instead, the
Locations administrator will be allowed only to activate or deactivate these locations
– all other actions will be unavailable to the admin.

WHAT THE ADMINISTRATOR SEES
The administrator working in the Locations tool will have full functionality for those
locations they create and manage. However, if they are working with any location
that was included in the Concur location update, they will be restricted to selecting
that location only for activation and deactivation. All other functionality for that
location will unavailable.
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Section 2: Features For This Release
The following features are included in this service release.

Enter Vendor Banking Information When Requesting a New Vendor
Overview
Business Purpose
With this release a user
requesting a new vendor may
This enhancement lets a user provide a vendor’s
also enter the vendor’s banking
banking information as they request that the
information at the same time.
new vendor be added to Invoice.
This gives the administrator
flexibility in deciding which roles
should provide vendor banking information, and if the data is required to be entered
or not at the time the request is made.

HOW IT WORKS
This feature works by adding a new setting to the Group Configurations tool. This
setting displays the Invoice Owner and the Vendor Manager roles, and a drop down
list for each role with three options, Hidden, Required, and Optional as shown in the
figure below:

The administrator selects an option for each role – this determines if the Vendor
Banking Information section of the Request New Vendor screen should be
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hidden to the user or, if it appears, if the fields the user fills out in this section are
either required or optional.
The Vendor Banking Information section displays to the user or not as based on
the following choices:


Hidden: The section does not appear, and there is nothing for the user to see
or fill out.



Required: The section appears, and all fields that must logically be filled out
are marked as Required (Red highlight) - the user cannot successfully
complete the new vendor request without putting the necessary data into the
fields.



Optional: The section appears, but no enforcement of data entry is required
unless the user fills in one or more Required fields – under this condition, all
Required fields must be filled out.

WHAT THE USER SEES
If this information should be supplied and either Required or Optional is selected, the
Vendor Banking Information section appears in the Request New Vendor
screen, directly under General Vendor Information. In the figure below, the user
must fill out the fields in order to successfully request a new vendor:
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Please note the following when using this feature:


Users without the Invoice Owner or Vendor Manager roles will never see the
Vendor Banking Information section



The Account Number field is masked on submission of the form, and only
the Vendor Manager may edit this field – the Invoice Owner is prevented from
doing this even if they originated the request



If a setting of Optional is applied to a role, that user must provide both the
Bank Account and Routing Number data – one cannot be provided without
the other or the system will display an error message



In the event a vendor already exists in Invoice (match), the new banking
information is used if no information is already associated with the prior
vendor

Configuration
The administrator must configure each role as described above to display the
Vendor Banking Information section, and assign the requirements for data input
(Optional; Required) for each role as well.



Refer to Invoice: Vendor Manager User Guide and Invoice: Group
Configurations Setup Guide for more information.

Employee Import: Enhanced Employee Import Added as 305 Record
Overview
Business Purpose
With this release a new
employee import record set,
This enhancement adds flexibility when
Enhanced Employee Importer, is
importing employees into Expense.
now added to the overnight
employee import job. This new record set is set at the 305 record level, and includes
identical records as those found in the 300-level records, with the addition of Future
Use fields for flexibility in adding new fields going forward.
This change is also made to dedicate the new (Employee) Custom 22 field in the
305-level record set to the Invoice Group hierarchy.

!

NO change is made to your current Employee import; the existing feed file will
continue to be supported exactly as before unless you choose to make a change.

Configuration
All users who are using or will use the 300-level employee import records can use
this new record set. Consider moving from the 300- to 305-level record type if you
find you have a reason to modify your HR feed to Concur. Contact your Concur
representative or submit a Service Request to Support to do this.
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Refer to Chapter 5: Employee Import of the Expense – Import and Extract
Specifications manual for more information.

Workflow: Add the Invoice Processor Manager Role to Workflow Step
Overview
Business Purpose
Invoice now supports adding the
Invoice Processor Manager role
This enhancement allows processor approval at
as a step in Workflow. Prior to
the appropriate level for the role.
this change, only the Invoice
Processor role was available for inclusion in a step. With this change, a company can
now create a two-level processor approval workflow that leverages the status and
the different queries each processor runs to enable approval only at the level
appropriate to each processor.
How It Works
This feature works by leveraging the value configured and specified for Initial
Status (below) alongside the processor’s configured query they run.

This results in a returned list of requests ready for processing that are different for
each type of processor by employing a tiered processing model that enforces
processing of a request only at the level the processor is allowed to work at.

Configuration
To configure this feature, the Workflow administrator clicks Invoice Admin >
Workflows and follows these general steps:


Step 1 - Configure Approval Status: Click the Payment Request
Approval Statuses tab > New to configure (or verify) the request status
you will apply to the processor-associated workflow step



Step 2 – Configure Workflow Step: Click the Workflows tab, select and
open a workflow, and proceed to Steps (
) to create a new workflow
step for your Invoice Processor Manager role
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Refer to Invoice: Workflows – General Information Setup Guide for more
information.

Email Reminders: Updated HTML Editor for Email Configurations
Overview
Business Purpose
Users of the Email Reminders
tool can now prepare their
This enhancement makes creating email
custom reminder text using a
reminders faster and easier for the administrator.
new toolbar and helper pane
that appear in the Email
Message section of the Email Reminder page. The toolbar is used when formatting
HTML text in the body of the reminder email, and the helper pane acts as a quick
reference when using replacement tokens in the message for names and URLs, as
examples
This editor appears by clicking Invoice Admin > Email Reminders > New (or
Modify). Placing the cursor in Email Message causes the helper pane to appear:
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Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.



Refer to Invoice: Email Reminders Setup Guide for more information.
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Section 3: Resolved Cases
The following cases were resolved for this release.
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

04353534

Invoice / Search – Vendor Mapping
User is incorrectly presented with two Last Name values, and is not shown the
First Name value as expected.

04340166

Invoice / Purchase Orders
The Workflow Step Approval Actions and Default PO Matching Rules tools are
not available to the user.

04165657

Invoice / Audit Rules
After a payment request is submitted, changes to request header and line
item fields should be recorded in the Audit Trail for the request. Instead,
changes to request header and line item fields on a payment request after it is
submitted are not recorded in the Audit Trail.

130319000259

Invoice / Workflows
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Section 4: Supported Configurations
Monthly browser certifications, both current and planned, are available on the
Release Notes page.



Refer to Documentation Updates in this guide for more information.
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Section 5: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

Concur Support Portal
Access release notes, webinars, and other technical documentation on the Concur
Support portal.
If you have the proper permissions, the Support menu is available to you in Concur.
Click Support and then – in the Concur Support portal – click Resources.


Click Release/Tech Info for release notes, technical documents, etc.



Click Webinars for recorded and live webinars.

NOTE: If you use a user interface layout other than Blue Sky (set on the travel
configuration page), be aware that you have to click Help in order to access
the Support link.
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Online Help – Admins
Users with an admin role can access release notes, technical documents, and other
resources using online help in Concur.
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Release Notes – December 2013
Section 1: Coming Soon and Change Alerts
The following is a preview of features that will be available in an upcoming release.

Locations - Maintenance Updates in an Upcoming Service Release
Overview
Business Purpose
All clients configured to receive
Locations updates from Concur will see
This enhancement will update the
approximately 40,000 new locations
locations list to the latest United
added to the system in an upcoming
Nations listing.
service release. Therefore, clients
wishing to opt out of this maintenance should update this site setting sometime
before this upgrade is performed in a future release.

IMPORTANT! - UPDATE SITE SETTINGS TO PREVENT UPDATES!
You must take action if you want to prevent the update of locations for your
company!
A check box that prevents Concur from automatically updating the client’s list of
Locations is available to the Locations administrator. Use this check box to prevent
Concur from automatically updating locations at your company.
Explanation of Behavior
The new check box, Allow automatic updates to locations, is available on the
new Locations Settings tab. It is selected (enabled) by default, meaning that Concur
location maintenance updates will be automatically applied to your company’s list of
Locations.

By clearing (disabling) the check box, location updates offered by Concur will not be
accepted by your company when they are released in a future service release. A
confirmation message explaining this appears when you disable the setting.
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!

Once disabled, it will be the responsibility of the client to maintain their list of
locations. Further, Concur cannot retroactively identify and update location data
for a client during the disablement period should the client elect to re-enable the
setting: only changes going forward from the date the setting is reactivated will
be delivered by Concur.

Clients configured to receive the Concur update of Locations based on the United
Nations LOCODE list will be restricted from modifying these locations. Instead, the
Locations administrator will be allowed only to activate or deactivate these locations
– all other actions will be unavailable to the admin.

WHAT THE ADMINISTRATOR SEES
The administrator working in the Locations tool will have full functionality for those
locations they create and manage. However, if they are working with any location
that was included in the Concur location update, they will be restricted to selecting
that location only for activation and deactivation. All other functionality for that
location will unavailable.
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Section 2: Features For This Release
The following features are included in this service release.

Prevent the Employee Administrator From Assigning Roles to Users
Overview
Business Purpose
The Employee Administrator role
can now be prevented from
This enhancement allows stricter security
using options to assign selected
control over role assignment.
roles when adding or modifying
an employee in the User Administration screen. This feature is designed to allow
tighter security control of role assignment in order to prevent unauthorized pay out
to an employee or vendor. Specifically, a scenario where approval of a substantial
amount via a purchase order or expense is granted by way of role assignment with
intent to defraud.
NOTE: This feature applies to the Employee Administrator and the Employee
Administrator (Read-Only) roles; it does not remove this functionality for the
Configuration administrator or System administrator roles.

How It Works
This feature works through a new setting, Allow User Admin to Add/Update
Expense & Invoice Roles, that is accessed by a Concur representative on behalf of
the client. The setting removes selected role assignment check boxes (see below)
from the User Administration module where the Employee Administrator role adds or
modifies users, essentially denying them the ability to assign the roles to the user.
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This option is set to Yes by default (feature is disabled, and check boxes appear),
retaining the existing functionality and allowing assignment of the Invoice roles.
Choosing No results in removal of the check boxes.

Configuration
The client does not have access to the role required to change this setting. Instead,
to suppress the assignment of these roles, the client should submit a Service
Request to Support to have the setting changed for their company.



Refer to Shared: User Administration User Guide for more information.

Vendor Forms Now Support the Connected List Type
Overview
Business Purpose
With this release, the Vendor
form type now supports the
This enhancement adds connected list
addition of a connected list to
functionality to the Vendor form type.
this form type. This change
provides support for clients who wish to drive the user’s selection of vendor-specific
list values by configuring a connected list associated with, as an example, a vendor
tied to a specific GL Ledger and Paying Legal entity. The selections available to the
user are pre-configured in this scenario, based on the vendor, and the entire ledger
string is constructed based on the user’s selection in each succeeding list choice.

Configuration
Configuration of this feature requires access to the Forms and Fields tool,
configuration of the connected list type, and addition to the Vendor form. Refer to
the documentation below for complete information.



Refer to Invoice: Forms and Fields Setup Guide and Shared: List Management
Setup Guide for more information.

Configurable Status Email Notifications Now Available in Workflow
Overview
Business Purpose
With this release, email
notifications are now supported
This enhancement brings Email Notifications
in the Workflow tool for payment
feature to Invoice payment requests.
requests. These notifications are
prepared using options in the new Email Notifications tab, and are available for
choice when configuring the workflow.
There are two notification types that may be customized for both the approver and
their delegate:
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Default Payment Request Pending Notification: Email is sent when the
request is pending the approver



Default Payment Request Status Change Notification: Email is sent
when the request has changed status in workflow

Each template, once configured, is available for choice in the first step of the
workflow configuration.

Configuration
Configuration of the email notification and workflow in which it will be used are
required to use this feature. If the client does not have access to these tools they
should submit a Service Request to Support to configure the feature.



Refer to Invoice: Workflows – General Information Setup Guide and Invoice:
Workflow Email Notifications Setup Guide for more information.

Workflows: Default Approver Lookup Now Supported
Overview
The Authorized Approver
workflow feature is now updated
to identify and move a request
directly to the approver with
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authority to approve. This functionality uses a new setting, Use default approver
lookup to find authorized approver, to instruct Invoice to skip those approvers
within the default approver chain who lack authority to approve.
The new setting is available when configuring the first step of a workflow as shown in
the figure below:

Configuration
Configuration of workflow is required to use this feature. If the client does not have
access to this tool they should submit a Service Request to Support to configure the
feature.



Refer to Invoice: Workflows – General Information Setup Guide and Invoice:
Workflows – Authorized Approver Setup Guide for more information.
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Section 3: Resolved Cases
The following cases were resolved for this release.
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

04458878

Invoice / Audit Trail
The audit trail data is missing for payment requests.

04433570

Invoice / Request Receipts
A receipt is not attached to a request, but the system incorrectly displays a Y
to indicate that the receipt is attached.

04433528

Invoice / Check Runs
The Is Emergency Check Run check box is not selected (enabled) by default
even though it is configured this way in the form.

04403091

Invoice / Workflow
When attempting to add steps to the Purchase Request workflow, an
application error occurs and the step cannot be added.

04360834

Invoice / Request Entry
Adding an entry and using a comma as a decimal separator causes the
incorrect amount to be saved.

04371015

Invoice / Vendor Import (Overnight)
The specification for the Approved Vendor Import 300 record set indicates
that Routing Number is not a required field for the UK, but the error
“Routing Number is a required field” was applied to the import.
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Section 4: Supported Configurations
Please note the following concerning Concur products and supported configurations.

Internet Explorer V. 11: Best Practice for Use With Concur Products
Overview
Business Purpose
With the release of Microsoft
Internet Explorer (IE) version
This best practice advice is intended to resolve
11.0 some issues have been
compatibility issues with the IE v.11 browser.
identified that may cause
problems when viewing and
working with Concur products such as Expense, Invoice, and others.
To resolve these issues, it is strongly recommended that the client implement
Compatibility Mode in IE v.11 by adding the Concur URL to the browser’s
compatibility list, available on the Tools menu of the browser.

 To add Concur to your IE v. 11 compatibility list:
1. In IE v.11, load the Concur page (for example, www.concursolutions.com).
2. Click Tools > Compatibility View settings to open the Compatibility

View Settings dialog box.

Optional: If the Tools menu is not displayed, show this menu by pressing Alt.
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3. Click Add to include the Concur URL in the Websites you’ve added to

Compatibility View list.

TIP: Select (enable) the Use Microsoft compatibility lists option to ensure
this list is used when accessing Concur products.
4. Click Close.
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Section 5: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

Concur Support Portal
Access release notes, webinars, and other technical documentation on the Concur
Support portal.
If you have the proper permissions, the Support menu is available to you in Concur.
Click Support and then – in the Concur Support portal – click Resources.


Click Release/Tech Info for release notes, technical documents, etc.



Click Webinars for recorded and live webinars.

NOTE: If you use a user interface layout other than Blue Sky (set on the travel
configuration page), be aware that you have to click Help in order to access
the Support link.
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Online Help – Admins
Users with an admin role can access release notes, technical documents, and other
resources using online help in Concur.
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Legal Notice
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:

Invoice Management, December 2013

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
 2004 – 2013 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights
reserved.
Concur® is the trademark of Concur Technologies, Inc. All other company and
product names are the property of their respective owners.
Published by Concur Technologies, Inc.
601 108th Ave NE
Suite 1000
Bellevue, WA 98004
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